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Based on the results of research in the Chinese ontology. Four Chinese typical 
modal particle, “ma, a, ne, ba ” as research objects are chosen in this paper . The uses 
of Chinese typical modal particle, “ma, a, ne, ba ” are generalized from three grammar 
books, to be the foreshadow for the exploration of typical modal particle's 
grammatical items. In order to get the grammatical items we chose are more close to 
modern Chinese sense, this thesis takes natural corpus of native language as the 
backing, classifies and takes statistics sentence type form more than 700,000 words of 
natural corpus of native language, calculats frequency and rate appears of each 
sentence type. 
Generally speaking, the higher the frequency and rate appear on each sentence 
type,the higher the rate of utilization, it means that native speakers of Chinese 
frequently use this sentence type, this is one of standards to choose grammatical items, 
on this principle, we select appropriate grammatical items. Apart from this, this 
principle also provides a reference for the arrangement of the grammars. Based on the 
investigation results in above, choosing grammatical items can be included in L2 
Chinese pedagogic grammar system., they contain 17 broad categories and 33 minor 
categories of four Chinese typical modal particle’ grammatical items，this result which 
will be served as grammatical items for our article. 
After choosing the modal particle’s grammatical items that be reviewed in this 
article , four grammar-based syllabus and three textbooks of teaching Chinese as a 
foreign language are analyzed. We sum up the typical model particle’s grammatical 
items in the syllabus and textbooks，then compare with the typical model particle’s 
grammatical items the ones we chose, analyze their similarities and differences,point 
out the shortcoming in the syllabus and textbooks . 
Finally, through interlanguage database and questionnaires, we investigate and 
study the second language learners’ acquisition of Chinese typical modal particle, “ma, 
a, ne , ba”.The second language learners includ three-stage of primary, intermediate, 















particle’s grammatical items in natural corpus of native language, the ideas of the 
selection and arrangement of Chinese typical model particle’s grammatical items are 
provided. 
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